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We are pleased to welcome you to the 4th German Human Physiology Workshop 2019. The workshop shall 
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 Program 
  

Saturday, December 7, 2019 
 

08:00 Registration 
 
08:30 Welcome (DLR) 
 
 

Session 1:  
Chair: Joachim Fandrey & Markus Gruber 
 
08:45 Block, Katharina: The in vitro neuromuscular junction (NMJ) as an experimental model to 

explore Muscle and Nerve cell-cell communication in Space: The “NEMUCO” 1g ground-
based analyses  

 
09:00 Trautmann, Gabor: Increased Homer long isoforms expression and subcellular 

compartmentalization during myogenesis in vitro. The “NEMUCO” ground based analyses   
 
09:15 Bury Nils-Alexander: The Effect of Microgravity on the Perception of Self-Motion – 

VECTION 
  
09:30 Sies, Wolfram: Changes in 2-D shear wave elastography in the medial gastrocnemius and 

anterior tibialis muscles during and after 60 days of head down tilt bed rest 
 
09:45 Richter, Charlotte: In vivo muscle-tendon unit behaviour of human gastrocnemius medialis 

muscle during body weight supported walking on the lower body positive pressure treadmill 
(AlterG) 

  
 
10:00–10:30 Coffee break 
 
 

Session 2:  
Chair: Simon Schäfer & Thomas Smith 
 
10:30 Attias, Julia: Motor unit properties are not altered during 60-days head-down bed rest with 

and without artificial gravity exposure – preliminary results from the AGBRESA study 
 
10:45 Heieis, Jule: Atrophy of thigh muscles in elite mountaineers after two weeks of simulated 

7000m altitude 
 
11:00 Hoffmann, Fabian: Evolution of human pulmonary hemodynamics during severe sustained 

hypoxia  
 
11:15 Dreiner, Maren: Impact loading under artificial gravity affects articular cartilage metabolism 
 
11:30 Michély, Sarah: Contraction-related muscle fascicle dynamics in master athletes between 35 

and 95 years of age 
 
11:45 Kagelmann, Niklas: External Cooling as a stabilizing cardiovascular countermeasure in 

Hyper-G 
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12:00–13:00  Lunch break 
 
 
 

Session 3: 
Chair: Simon Evetts & Christoph Clemen 
 
13:00 Piechowski, Sarah: Virtual Reality and Eyetracking during Docking Training 
 
13:15 Rettberg, Petra: The microbiome of the International Space Station (ISS)  
 
13:30 Koch, Stella: Living with mold: importance of studying filamentous fungi under simulated 

spaceflight conditions 
 
13:45 Thot, Georgina: Adaptive Response in Intra-Muscular Connective Tissue: Endomysium 

Content of Soleus Muscle is Altered during Long-Term Immobilization in Humans 
 
14:00 Rabineau, Jeremy: Cardiovascular effects of artificial gravity as a countermeasure for 

longduration head-down tilt bed rest 
 
 
 
14:15–14:45 Coffee break  
 
 

Session 4:  
Chair: Justin Lawley & Anja Niehoff 
 
14:45 Friedrich, Jan: Markers for nitric oxide metabolism and oxidative stress in human during an 

endurance capacity test 
 
15:00 De Martino, Enrico: Hypogravity reduced trunk admittance and lumbar muscle responses to 

external spinal perturbation 
 
15:15 zu Eulenburg, Peter: Changes in position-, volume- and surface-based parameters of the 

human brain after long-duration spaceflight 
 
15:30 Fernandez, Peter: Postural and Gait stability are improved in healthy participants wearing a 

0.2g axial load Skinsuit 
 
15:45 Fahrion, Jana: Microbial Monitoring in the EDEN ISS greenhouse, a mobile test facility in 

Antarctica  
 
 
 
16:00–17:00 Simon Evetts, David Green: ‘Walter Kühnegger – the man they called Prof. Moon’ 

 
Awards 

 
 

17:00  Adjourn 
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Human Physiology Workshop 

Abstracts 
 

1 

The in vitro neuromuscular junction (NMJ) as an experimental model to 
explore Muscle and Nerve cell-cell communication in Space: The “NEMUCO” 
1g ground-based analyses    

 

Katharina Block 1,2, Gabor Trautmann 1, Alessandra Bosutti 3, Alessandra Nori 4, Sandra Furlan 4, Maria 
Hastermann 2, Martina Gutsmann 1, Paola Lorenzon 3, Pompeo Volpe 4, Dieter Blottner 1,2 and Michele 
Salanova 1,2   

  
1 Charité University Medicine Berlin, Institute of Integrative Neuroanatomy, Neuromuscular System,    Berlin, 
Germany;  
2 Center of Space Medicine Berlin; Berlin, Germany;  
3 University of Trieste, Department of Life Sciences, Trieste, Italy;  
4 University of Padova, Department of Biomedical Sciences, Padova, Italy. 5 CNR-Neuroscience Institute, Section 
of Padua, Padova, Italy.  
  

Introduction: Chronic exposure to microgravity (µg) results in a significant decline in neuromuscular junction 
(NMJ) structure and functions, with significant impact on muscle mass control and motor performance. 
Therefore, a deeper understanding of the molecular and cellular mechanisms leading to NMJ imbalance in 
Space and its prevention, as for instance by adequate inflight countermeasure prescription, is of paramount 
importance.  The NMJ is a unique specialized muscle-nerve cell-cell contact able to translate neuronal signals 
into skeletal muscle transcriptional and mechanical responses. The underlying molecular mechanisms and 
factors that influence NMJ performance in space remains largely unexplored. With the aim to further elucidate 
such mechanisms, we established a 3D co-culture experimental model represented by differentiating myoblasts 
and neuronal cells able to generate a NMJ-like structure. The NMJ model in vitro might allow exploring the 
effects of microgravity vs 1g at pre- and postsynaptic level avoiding the use of animals.  

Methods: Murine myoblast C2C12 and NSC-34 neuronal cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% FBS 
and antibiotics at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator on a synthetic 3D scaffold coated with extracellular 
matrix, with and without the addition of neural agrin and several grow factors. At optimal cell density, both 
muscle and neuronal cells were further cultured in low serum differentiating medium. 3D co-cultured cells 
were then fixed at different time points, and investigated by immunohistochemistry, using NMJ specific 
molecular markers in combination with different muscle and nerve specific differentiating markers. Digitized z-
stacks images were acquired at high-resolution by using the Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope, and further 
processed with the Leica Application Suite X (LAS X) software.  

Results: In our 3D co-culture system, we observed the presence of specialized cell-cell contacts suggestive of 
NMJ-like structures. As shown by 3D reconstruction of z-stacks images, the presence of neural agrin in cultured 
myotubes clearly increased the number and the size of prepatterned acetylcholine receptor (AChR) clusters. 
Interestingly, triple stained co-cultured cells treated with neural agrin and growth factors indicated that 
neurofilament-positive axonal nerve endings approached -bungarotoxin-positive clustered AChRs in 
desminpositive myotubes, suggesting the assembling of NMJ-like structure in vitro.  In contrast, in absence of 
neuronal agrin, size and fluorescence intensity of AChRs clusters were reduced and as well as the number of 
myotube-neuronal cell contacts. An accurate analysis of the time-course and hierarchical assembling of the 
NMJ specific molecular players at the NMJ-like structure and the pharmacological intervention affecting them is 
in progress. Patch clamp experiments will allow us to assess the electrical cell-cell communication and thus 
confirm the existence of functional synapses.   

Conclusions: A NMJ-like structure was present in our in vitro 3D muscle-neuron co-culture system suggesting 
the reliability of our experimental protocol to generate specialized cell-cell communications/contacts in vitro. 
The accurate analysis of the spatial and temporal assembling of different NMJ molecular players during in vitro 
synaptogenesis at 1g vs µg is of particular importance to understand the molecular and cellular mechanisms 
leading to NMJ imbalance in Space and to develop reliable countermeasures.   
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2 

Increased Homer long isoforms expression and subcellular 
compartmentalization during myogenesis in vitro. The “NEMUCO” ground 
based analyses   

Gabor Trautmann 1, Katharina Block 2, Alessandra Bosutti 3, Alessandra Nori 4, Sandra Furlan 5, Maria 
Hastermann 2, Martina Gutsmann 1, Paola Lorenzon 3, Pompeo Volpe 4, Dieter Blottner 1,2 and Michele 
Salanova 1,2  

 
1 Charité University Medicine Berlin, Institute of Integrative Neuroanatomy, Neuromuscular System,  
  Berlin, Germany; 
2 Center of Space Medicine Berlin; Berlin, Germany; 
3 University of Trieste, Department of Life Sciences, Trieste, Italy; 
4 University of Padova, Department of Biomedical Sciences, Padova, Italy; 
5 CNR-Neuroscience Institute, Section of Padua, Padova, Italy. 
 
Introduction: Gravitational unloading in skeletal muscle inhibit myotubes fusion and has a judge negative 
impact at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) muscle-nerve communication as well as upon the molecular 
mechanisms responsible for translating neurophysiological signals into skeletal muscle transcription and 
mechanical response. Recently, we reported that components of the scaffold-Homer protein family are 
localized at the NMJ postsynaptic microdomain, whose expression is regulated by muscle and nerve activity. 
With the aim to further study muscle and nerve cell-cell communication in microgravity (µg), we have 
investigated the time course of Homer protein family expression and subcellular localization in differentiating 
myoblasts and myotubes at 1g.  
Methods: Transcriptional analysis. Homer short (Hom.1a) and long (Hom.1b,c, 2a,b) isoform expression 
pattern was investigated at transcriptional level in differentiating C2C12 myoblasts every 2 days interval, from 
day 0 to day 14 of culture by RT-PCR. The mRNA levels were normalized with the TATA-Box Binding Protein 
(TBP) gene, and further confirmed by using two additional housekeeping genes (HPRT and PPIA) by the delta 
CT method. Biochemical analysis. Soluble (cytosol) and unsoluble (cytoskeleton) fractions were obtained from 
differentiating C2C12 myoblasts at the same interval points. Briefly, cells were lysed with an isotonic 
homogenization buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors; spin down at 20.000g to obtain the upper 
soluble cytosolic fraction. The remaining pellet representing the particulate fraction, was homogenized in RIPA 
buffer and centrifuged as above to obtain the unsoluble fraction. Soluble and unsoluble fractions were then 
investigated by immunoprecipitation and Western blot methods in native experimental conditions for Homer 
proteins content. Confocal microscopy. The subcellular localization of Homer proteins was investigated in 
differentiating C2C12 myoblasts at all time points by using the Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope. Digital z-
stacks images were acquired at high-resolution and, further processed with the Leica Application Suite X (LAS 
X) software.  
Results: qPCR data analysis indicated a basal expression of all three Homer transcripts, Homer1a, Homer1b, 1c 
and Homer2 before differentiation, albeit at very low levels, especially for the Homer2 transcript. During 
differentiation, a sustained increase in the Homer1b transcript was observed (about 50%), while Homer2 
appears to be induced transiently during the first week in culture. In contrast, the Homer1a transcript 
remained constant over the analyzed period of time. The ryanodine receptor (RyR1) expression used as marker 
of muscle differentiation, increased about 20 fold in the first week of differentiation. In line with the increased 
Homer transcripts, there was a progressive increase of Homer protein immunoprecipitation during myotubes 
differentiation. The comparison between soluble and unsoluble fraction in native conditions showed a 
progressive increase of Homer protein dimer and multimer in the unsoluble fraction. By confocal microscopy 
analysis, we observed a diffuse punctate Homer immunostaining pattern in undifferentiated myoblasts and 
during the first few days of differentiation. Approximately, after the first week of differentiation, Homer 
immunostaining became progressively ordered in a cross-striated pattern, consistent with a longitudinal 
sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR) cisternae/Z-line-/costamere-like structures subcellular localization.  
Conclusions: Homer long isoforms transcripts and proteins are expressed early on the myogenic 
differentiation program. Later, dimerization and multimerization occurred and Homer isoforms are 
progressively localize to subcellular compartments  where they fulfill the functions of scaffolds and possibly 
acting as Ca2+ sensors promoting proteins cross-talk. 
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The Effect of Microgravity on the Perception of Self-Motion – VECTION 

Nils-Alexander Bury1,2, Michael Jenkin3, Robert Allison3, Meaghan McManus1 & Laurence R. Harris1 
 

1
 York University, Department of Psychology, Toronto, Canada 

2
 University of Applied Sciences, Institute for Visual Computing, St. Augustin, Germany 

3
 York University, Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, Toronto, Canada 

 
Introduction 
Humans are inherently multisensory, perceptual agents. We combine vision, audition, touch, vestibular, and 
proprioceptive cues to navigate and interact with the world. This cue-integration process evolved to deal with 
conditions in our normal 1-g environment. It is therefore not surprising that changes from this default 
condition result in systematic errors in perception and action. Although many perceptual consequences of 
different g-levels can lead to mission-threatening errors, perhaps none are more critical than those associated 
with misinterpreting self-motion. Understanding how self-motion is perceived, and particularly how self-
motion is estimated under unusual gravity conditions, is thus key to continuing mission safety and developing 
training regimes for future astronauts. Here we present preliminary results on the effects of exposure to 
microgravity on the processing of visual motion. 

Methods 
Five astronauts (2 female; mean age: 43.0 ± 1.64 yrs.) were tested on earth (L-180/-60) and shortly after 
arriving at the International Space Station (L+3/+6). On earth the effects of removing gravity from the long 
body axis were tested by comparing their performance while sitting upright and supine. In space they were 
tested while free-floating by lightly restrained by a harness. Optic flow simulating forward self-motion was 
presented using a virtual reality head-mounted display. In task 1, we investigated the amplitude of self-motion 
evoked by optic flow by measuring the perception of “travel distance” in a simulated upright, visual 
environment. Participants performed a ‘move-to-target’ task in which they moved to the position of a target 
previously presented at distances of between 8-24m. Data were fitted to the leaky spatial integrator model of 
Lappe (2007) to determine the gain and decay factors for each condition. In task 2, we tested perceived 
distance over the range of 8-16m using size-distance dependency. Participants compared the size of a virtual 
object to a reference length held in their hands. 

Results 
Perceived travel distance showed a slight underestimation of distance when sitting or supine on earth and in 
space but no significant differences between any of the conditions either in terms of their distance estimations 
or the gain or decay terms of the Lappe model.  
Perceived distance was underestimated almost all conditions (objects needed to be larger to match the 
reference length) and this compression effect was significantly larger in space than on earth. Further analysis 
showed that only females showed this space-induced increased compression. In all cases the compression 
effect became smaller the further away the object was. 

Conclusion 
Our experiment so far reveals no difference in self-motion perception as a result of exposure to microgravity. 
This disagrees with anecdotal reports of increased effectiveness of optic flow in inducing self-motion in space.  
The increased compression of distance found in space supports previous studies of perceived shape (Clément, 
2013) and shows that this may be a general perceptual phenomenon for astronauts, especially females. These 
results are preliminary and based on only three male and two female astronauts. Further, more complete 
results from these astronauts and others are in progress. 

 

References: Clément, G., Skinner, A. & Lathan, C. (2013). Distance and Size Perception in Astronauts during 
Long-Duration Spaceflight. Life, 3:524-537. doi: 10.3390/life3040524 Lappe, M., Jenkin, M. & Harris, L. R. 
(2007). Travel distance estimation from visual motion by leaky path integration. Exp Brain Res, 180:35-48. doi: 
10.1007/s00221-006-0835-6 
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4 

Changes in 2-D shear wave elastography in the medial gastrocnemius and 
anterior tibialis muscles during and after 60 days of head down tilt bed rest 

Wolfram Sies1, Anna-Carina Knufmann1, Jule Heieis1, Benjamin Stäudle2, Jessica Lee1, Edwin Mulder1,  Kirsten 
Albracht2, Jörn Rittweger1,3 

 
1Institute of Aerospace Medicine, German Aerospace Center (DLR), Cologne, Germany 
2Department of Medical Engineering and Technomathematics, University of Applied Sciences Aachen 
3Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, University of Cologne, Germany 

 

Introduction: Muscle atrophy continues to be a problem in long duration missions in human spaceflight. 

Several studies in space and in human experimental bedrest have demonstrated that the medial gastrocnemius 

(GM) muscle is one of the most affected muscles, whilst the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle is spared from muscle 

wasting. To test countermeasures against this physiological deconditioning, NASA, ESA and the German 

Aerospace Center (DLR) are conducting the AGBRESA study. This is a 60-day head-down tilt bed rest study 

that assess the effectiveness of two different protocols of human centrifugation (artificial gravity) as 

countermeasure for spaceflight. We have recently become interested in intramuscular connective tissue and 

passive elastic properties of skeletal muscle. One approach to assess tissue elastic properties is by shear wave 

elastography.  

Study aim: To assess bed rest-induced alterations in speed of shear wave propagation, and to compare 

potential effects in GM as a fast atrophying muscle with TA as a slow atrophying muscle. 

Material and Methods: Twelve subjects were included (8 male, 4 female) and assigned to one of three 

different groups, namely a group that did bed rest only (Ctrl), and two groups that different artificial gravity 

protocols. Data were acquired twice at baseline (BDC-14 and BDC-8), on the 2nd, 8th, 15th, 28th and 57th day of 

bed rest (HDT2, HDT8, HDT15, HDT28 and HDT57, respectively), as 1, 5, 12, and 28 days after re-ambulation 

(R+1, R+5, R+12, and R+28, respectively). We used a LOGIQ S8 ultrasound scanner (GE Healthcare) with its 

option of 2-D shear wave elastography, a real-time ultrasound technique based on the principle of acoustic 

radiation force impulse. With this method the propagation velocity of the transverse waves can be assessed in 

m/s to provide an idea of elastic tissue properties. For measurements, subjects were in a lateral lying position, 

with the joint angles of knee and ankle set to 110° and 90°, respectively.  The ultrasound probe was placed 

over the mid-belly of GM and TM, defined by anatomical landmarks. Three scans were taken in the axial plane, 

and three in the transverse plane. Images were analysed off-line with the integrated S8 software by a rater 

that was blinded to the operational study day. A region of interest was defined that excluded the superficial 

and deep aponeuroses, and the median propagation velocity in axial and transverse plane was computed for 

GM and TA to yield vaxGM, vtrGM, vaxTA and vtrTA, respecrively.  For statistical analyses, we used the 

software package R to construct linear mixed effect models with time as fixed factor.  

Results: During bed rest, we observed increases in vaxGM, in vaxTA and in vtrTA on day HDT8 (all P<0.05), 

and in vaxTA on day HDT28 (P=0.013). By contrast, there was a decrease observed in vtrGM on day HDT28 

(P=0.013). After re-ambulation, vaxGM was decreased on days R+1 and R+5 (P<0.001), and on R+12 

(P=0.038), whilst vtrGM was decreased only on day R+28 (P<0.001). In the TA, we found both vaxTA and 

vtrTA decrased on days R+1 (P<0.001) and R+5 (both P<0.05), but not thereafter. 

Discussion: Shear-wave propagation velocity showed moderately significant increases during bed rest that 
were, however, not very consistent. After re-ambulation, propagation velocity was consistently reduced in both 
muscles studied, in particular during the first days. Given that effects were found in both planes and in both 
muscles alike, it is difficult to explain the observed effects by muscle atrophy, or by alterations in the 
endomysium content. To some extent, these effects could be related to de-hydration during bed rest and to 
re-hydration after bed rest. 
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In vivo muscle-tendon unit behaviour of human gastrocnemius medialis 
muscle during body weight supported walking on the lower body positive 
pressure treadmill (AlterG)  
 
Charlotte Richter1,2 , Bjoern Braunstein1,3,4, Benjamin Staeudle1,2, Julia Attias5, Alexander Suess6, Tobias 
Weber6,8, Katya Mileva7, Joern Rittweger9,10, David A Green5,6,8, Kirsten Albracht1,2,3  
 
1 German Sport University Cologne, Institute of Biomechanics and Orthopaedics, Cologne, Germany  
2 University of Applied Science Aachen, Department of Medical Engineering and Technomathematics, Germany 
3 Centre for Health and Integrative Physiology in Space (CHIPS), Cologne, Germany  
4 German Research Center of Elite Sport, Cologne, Germany  
5 King‘s College London, Centre of Human and Applied Physiological Sciences, UK  
6 European Astronaut Centre (EAC), European Space Agency, Space Medicine Team (HRE-OM), Cologne, 
Germany  
7 London South Bank University, School of Applied Science, UK  
8 KBR, Science, Technology & Engineering Group, Cologne, Germany  
9 Institute of Aerospace Medicine, German Aerospace Center (DLR), Cologne, Germany  
10 Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany  
  
 
 
Introduction: This study examined the effect of walking with reduced external loading at mechanically 
equivalent speeds on muscle-tendon unit behaviour of the human gastrocnemius medialis with regard to 
rehabilitative gait training and exploration of partial gravity environments. The hypothesis was that gaitrelated 
tendon elongation would be lower with reduced external load. As secondary aims, it was determined, whether 
a shorter tendon is compensated for by a shorter muscle-tendon unit (due to different joint angles), longer 
fascicles and/or smaller pennation angle.  
  
Methods:  Eight men (31.9 ± 4.7 yrs) walked at 75% of their preferred walk-to-run transition speed with 
30%, 62% and 0% body weight support (BWS) on a lower body positive pressure treadmill (AlterG). 
Gastrocnemius medialis fascicle length and pennation angle were measured via ultrasonography. Joint 
kinematics (electrogoniometers) were analysed to determine muscle-tendon unit length. Tendon length was 
assessed by using a muscle-tendon unit model. One-way repeated measures ANOVA for dependent samples 
followed by post-hoc tests with Tukey’s corrections for multiple comparisons were used to test for significant 
differences in tendon, muscle-tendon unit and fascicle length as well as fascicle shortening, shortening velocity 
and pennation angle when walking at different loadings.   
  
Results:  Walking with 30% BWS was not associated with any change in fascicle-tendon behaviour. However, 
when walking with 62% vs. 0% BWS, tendon elongation was significantly reduced by 6.3 ± 2.4 mm and 
maximum tendon length was 6.9 ± 5.9 mm shorter. Compensated for the significantly shorter tendon was 
mainly achieved by the significantly 2.9 ± 1.3 mm longer fascicles, while no significant effect of BWS was 
observed on muscle-tendon unit length and pennation angle, despite being 3.9 ± 4.6 mm shorter and 1.2° ± 
1.1° smaller, respectively. Fascicle shortening and shortening velocity was largely retained.   
  
Conclusions: Gastrocnemius medialis fascicle-tendon interaction is affected when walking with 62% BWS 
(simulated Martian gravity) but not 30% BWS (therapeutic dose of rehabilitative gait training). This finding 
supports the contention made in previous studies that a ‘natural gait’ can be maintained with up to 30% BWS 
(Apte et al. 2018). During walking with 62% BWS, the longer fascicles either preserved the near-optimal ability 
to generate force or have moved the fascicles closer to an optimal length, thus enhancing the force generation 
ability while keeping the force-velocity relationship close to the optimum. This might result in a reduced muscle 
activation necessary to produce the same force.   
 
Reference: Apte S, Plooij M, Vallery H (2018) Influence of body weight unloading on human gait 
characteristics: a systematic review Journal of neuroengineering and rehabilitation 15:53 
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Motor unit properties are not altered during 60-days head-down bed rest 
with and without artificial gravity exposure – preliminary results from the 
AGBRESA study 

 
Julia Attias1, Andrea Grassi2, Hans Degens1, Bergita Ganse1, Michael Drey3 and Alessandra Bosutti4  

 
1 Research Centre for Musculoskeletal Science & Sports Medicine, Manchester Metropolitan University, 
Manchester, UK  
2Schulthess Clinic, Zürich, Switzerland 
3 Department of Medicine IV, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany 
4 Department of Medical, Surgery and Health Sciences, University of Trieste, Trieste, Italy 
 

 
Introduction: Impairments within the neuromuscular system due to prolonged microgravity exposure are 
among the space agencies’ major concerns for long-term missions. Head-down (6ᵒ) bed rest (HDBR) is a well-
accepted analogue to understand the implications of muscle disuse. Previous studies have observed decreases 
in maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force of the knee and hip-extensors by 20% and 22% respectively 
following 5 weeks of HDBR. Other studies have shown that such losses in strength are not entirely explained 
by the decrease in muscle size. Muscle force is regulated by the recruitment of motor units (MUs) and the 
modulation of MU firing rate, though MU function during HDBR has not been investigated. Thus, the aim of 
this study was to assess whether long-duration HDBR alters motor unit properties and understand whether 
artificial gravity would attenuate any observed degradations. 
 
Methods: Twelve healthy participants (35.9±9.7yr; 174±7cm & 76.8±6.7kg) were confined to 60-days 6ᵒ 
HDBR in the frame of the first campaign of the AGBRESA bedrest study. Eight received 30mins of artificial 
gravity (AG) daily via human centrifugation whereas four belonged to a control group. The AG group was 
divided as follows: either one 30min bout (AG1) or 6 x 5min bouts with short rests in between (AG2). 
Estimations of MU number (MUNIX) and size (MUSIX) were made using the Motor Unit Number Index method 
from the Abductor Digiti Minimi (ADM) and Tibialis Anterior (TA) muscles on day 5 preceding bed rest (BDC5) 
and on days 4 (HDT4) and 59 (HDT59). The compound muscle action potential (CMAP) was recorded before 
participants were instructed to produce multiple voluntary isometric contractions (VICs) of the respective 
muscle ranging from minimum to maximum effort. Mean CMAP, MU number and size as a percent change 
from BDC5 were compared using repeated-measures ANOVA, where muscle and time were ascribed as 
within-group factors and intervention a between-group factor. Significance was denoted by p<0.05.  
 
Results: Both CMAP (BDC5: 13203±2967µV & 9770±2438µV; HDT4: 13964±2525µV & 10009±2289µV and 
HDT59: 13317±2446µV & 9767±1935µV for the ADM and TA respectively) and MUNIX (BDC5: 209±53 & 
228±59; HDT4: 206±86 & 236±71 and HDT59: 220±61 & 249±44 for the ADM and TA respectively) were 
unaltered over time in both muscles, irrespective of the intervention. Although MUSIX was also indifferent over 
time for both muscles, a significant muscle*time interaction was observed, indicating that the changes over 
time differed between the two muscles. 
 
Conclusions: Decrements in whole muscle function during HDBR do not appear to be related to alterations in 
MU properties. Whilst these results are positive for those exposed to unloading for prolonged periods, they 
contradict the longstanding notion that spaceflight can be an analogue for ageing, as deterioration in MUs are 
evident in this population. Considering the negative impact of neuromuscular system impairment on 
immobilised populations, further research is required to fully elucidate the mechanisms of muscle strength loss.  
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Atrophy of thigh muscles in elite mountaineers after two weeks of simulated 
7000m altitude 

Jule Heieis, Uli Limper, Wolfram Sies, Fabian Hoffmann, Jochen Zange, Jens Jordan,  
Jens Tank, Jörn Rittweger 
 
Institute of Aerospace Medicine, German Aerospace Center (DLR), Cologne, Germany 
 
 
Background: It had been found in the PlanHab bed rest study that simulated 4000m altitude aggravated bed 
rest-induced muscle wasting in the thigh, but not in the calf. However, these results were based on muscle 
assessment by computed tomography, which cannot discern the various muscle groups. Scientific literature is 
remarkably negligent of hypoxia effects on muscle wasting in humans. The CardioMyogen study was 
predominantly designed to explore the regeneration of the myocardium under extreme hypoxia. As a 
secondary hypothesis we were interested in characterising the differential atrophy profile across the various leg 
muscle groups in humans. 
 
Hypothesis: Hypoxia induces losses of muscle mass that is more pronounced in the thigh than in the calf.  
 
Methods: In the summer of 2018, we recruited two highly experienced mountaineers, who have abundant 
experience in climbing at altitudes >8000m without oxygen supplementation. They stayed for a total of 35 
days at the envihab. Upon arrival, ambient atmosphere was planned to gradually shift within 19 days from 
ambient atmosphere (FIO2=21%, P=101kPa) to normobaric, hypoxic conditions (FIO2=8%, P=101kPa), which 
equates to approximately 7000m. Participants were then supposed to stay in that simulated high altitude for 
14 days. During the entire sojourn, they performed regular exercise on a running treadmill and on a motorized 
indoor climbing wall. Muscle volume was examined by MRI with a 2-point Dixon sequence of the right leg at 
baseline, at the end of exposure to hypoxia, and after 1 year follow-up. The muscle volume was determined by 
segmenting each muscle group of the thigh and the calf in all MR images, and segmentation data were then 
processed with the software package R to assess  % changes from baseline. 
 
Results: The hypoxic profile brought both subjects close to the threshold of human hypoxia tolerance, with 
minimal alveolar PO2 being 5.6 and 4.3 kPa in subject A and B, respectively. Because of the small sample size, 
no inferring statistical analysis was performed. However, results were quite consistent in both subjects with the 
differential profile of wasting in the various muscle groups. As hypothesized, hypoxia-induced muscle wasting 
was substantially greater in all muscle groups of the thigh than in the calf musculature. Finally, our data may 
contain some hints at a potential super-recovery of wasted muscle at follow-up.  
 
Conclusion: Extreme levels of normobaric hypoxia lead to muscle wasting that is much more pronounced in 
proximal muscles of the lower extremities than in distal ones. We are still in the process of analysing hip 
muscles, so that hip data can also be presented in December. Our results are also relevant to hypoxic clinical 
conditions in which muscle wasting is known to occur, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic 
fibrosis, sleep apnea and critically ill patients. 
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Background 
Susceptible individuals experience hypoxia-induced pulmonary hypertension when ascending to high altitude. 
A human feasibility study testing influences of severe sustained normobaric hypoxia corresponding to >7,000 
m altitude on the heart allowed us to follow the evolution of pulmonary hypertension using state-of-the-art 
cardiovascular imaging. 
Methodology 
Two healthy, professional mountaineers (A, male 57 years; B, female 50 years) pre-acclimatized in the field at 
4559 m altitude. Then, they stayed at the :envihab facility of the German Aerospace Center in Cologne where 
normobaric hypoxia was achieved by nitrogen dilution starting at 13.5% O2 to a minimum of 8% O2 over 
three weeks. Afterwards, 8.5% O2 during daytime and 8.8% O2 at night was kept for 14 days. Velocity 
encoded single plane phase contrast MRI of the pulmonary artery (PA) and echocardiography were performed 
1 month before, during and 1 and 3 months after hypoxia  
Results 
Systolic PA pressure (PAPsys) related to the decrease in oxygen during acclimatization. In subject B PAPsys 
peaked at 67 mmHg, 48 mmHg higher than baseline. PAPsys decreased steadily to a minimum of 44 mmHg 
while still at 8.55% oxygen. Peak values occurred with clinical symptoms of acute mountain sickness without 
signs of cerebral or pulmonary edema. In subject A peak PAPsys was 44 mmHg and remained stable over the 
hypoxia exposure. 
Conclusion 
In healthy humans, severe normobaric hypoxia induces pulmonary. Pulmonary hypertension may improve over 
time in some individuals. The findings attest to the physiological reserve of healthy human beings allowing for 
adaptation to massively increased pulmonary pressure.  

    Study-Day   
BSL -

30 1 21 33 
FU 
+34 

FU 
+111 

    O2-level [%] 21,0 13,4 8,0 8,5 21,0 21,0 

Subject A Echo PAPsys [mmHg] 17 28 37 43 23 22 

    TAPSE [mm] 34 32 28 31 28 37 

  MRI PAAmean [mm²] 771 856 890 771 811 817 

    PAdistens [1/mmHg] 1,6 0,7 0,7 0,8 1,0 0,8 

Subject B Echo PAPsys [mmHg] 19 33 55 52 19 20 

    TAPSE [mm] 31 30 30 23 30 31 

  MRI PAA mean [mm²] 804 1064 1207 1069 861 846 

    PAdistens [1/mmHg] 2,1 1,3 1,1 0,9 2,1 1,9 

Table 1: PAPsys – systolic pulmonary artery pressure, TAPSE - tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, 
PAAmean –PA mean Area, PAdistens – PA distensibility, BSL -30 – baseline, FU– follow up.  
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Impact loading under artificial gravity affects articular cartilage metabolism   
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Introduction: The musculoskeletal system is sensitive to alterations in environmental loading conditions, like 
prolonged exposure to microgravity during space missions. Microgravity causes bone demineralization (Holick, 
1998) and changes in volume, strength and fiber structure of skeletal muscles (Trappe et al., 2009). However, 
the reduced muscle tissue appears to recover following return to terrestrial gravity (Tesch et al., 2005), while 
permanent damage is expected in articular cartilage (AC) due to its limited healing capacity (Fox et al., 2009). 
Previous studies, which examined the state of AC metabolism by biomarker analysis, revealed that bed rest 
(Liphardt et al., 2017) and microgravity (Niehoff et al., 2016) initiate catabolic processes. The maintenance of 
physiological loading on AC during spaceflight might prevent degenerative reactions. The purpose of the 
present study was to investigate the effects of reactive jumping using a sledge jump system (SJS) under 
artificial gravity on serum concentrations of biomarkers of AC metabolism to identify potential training 
methods to be implemented as countermeasure for AC degeneration in space.  
Methods: Fifteen male adults (26±4 years, 181±4 cm, and 77.2±5.8 kg) participated in four different 30 min 
intervention protocols on four different days: centrifuge + SJS (P1), SJS (P2), vertical jumps (P3) and running 
(P4). During the interventions P1, P2 and P3, 15 series of 15 reactive jumps were performed at a set gravity 
condition of 1 g. In the P4 intervention, the subjects ran on a treadmill (2.2 m/s). Blood samples were taken 
before (control) and after 30 min rest (before), and at three time points (immediately, 0.5 h and 1.0 h) after 
the interventions. Serum concentrations of cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (COMP, AnaMar), matrix 
metalloproteinases-3 and -9 (MMP-3 and MMP-9, Quantikine®) were analysed using commercially available 
sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). Peak forces and ground contacts were determined by 
force plates (AMTI® and Novotec Medical GmbH). A two-way (time*group) repeated-measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was used to detect significant differences (p<0.05) between groups (Duncan’s post-hoc 
test).  
Results: Peak forces during the jumping interventions were significantly different (p<0.001) and increased 
from P1 to P3. After multiplication of peak forces with ground contacts, all interventions were significantly 
different to each other (p<0.001), with the highest peak forces measured for the running protocol (P4). 
Biomarker analyses showed that serum concentrations of COMP, MMP-3 and MMP-9 increased significantly 
(p<0.001) immediately after the intervention for all protocols, except for the biomarker MMP-3 after the 
centrifuge (P1). In the following, a significant (p<0.01) decrease of all serum biomarker concentrations was 
determined from immediately to 0.5 h after all types of intervention. Significant differences between the 
interventions could be detected only for the biomarker COMP and MMP-3. For these biomarkers the running 
protocol (P4) resulted in higher (p<0.001) concentrations for all post-intervention time points compared to the 
jumping protocols (P1, P2 and P3).   
Conclusions: Our study confirmed the mechanosensitivity of COMP, MMP-3 and MMP-9. All applied 
interventions could trigger this response with the most pronounced effects induced by the running 
intervention. Artificial gravity in the applied protocol was unable to result in peak forces reached in vertically 
performed exercises. Higher gravitational forces are necessary to achieve a more adequate response in 
cartilage metabolism.   
 
References: Fox et al (2009). Sports Health 1(6):461-468; Holick (1998). Bone 22(5 Suppl):105S-111S; Liphardt 
et al. (2017). J Orthop Res 36(5):1465-71; Niehoff et al. (2016). Osteoarthritis Cartilage 24(1):144-145; Trappe 
et al. (2009). J Appl Physiol 106(4):1159-68; Tesch et al. (2005). Eur J Appl Physiol 93:463-468   
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Introduction: It is well known that the human body is subject to a number of changes during the aging 
process. Thus, skeletal muscle mass, power and strength all decline. Little is known about muscular connective 
tissue, but it seems straightforward to assume that alterations in muscular connective tissue will affect muscle 
fascicle dynamics. Theoretically, this could affect muscle fascicles’ working range, the effectiveness of internal 
force transmission and thereby contribute to the age-related decline in muscle power output.  
We decided to study the interrelationship between muscle fascicle dynamics, force generation and aging in 
masters athletes. These are people who train for and compete in athletics beyond their fourth decade of life. 
As they depict very little sedentarism even at old age, they are an ideal population for our research question. 
  
Hypothesis: We hypothesized that the working range of muscle fascicles, assessed as the contraction-related 
change in fascicle pennation angle between 5% a 95% of the maximum contractile force, is affected by 
ageing. 
 
Methods: The MAFS-18 study was conducted from 4th to 16th of September 2018 during the World Master 
Athletics Championships (WMAC) in Malaga, Spain. We have recruited a cohort of 200 competing athletes 
aged 35 to 95 years. After study inclusion, we recorded a brief medical and sports history, took 
anthropometric data and performed a vertical jump test to assess the neuromuscular power capability. Next, 
subjects performed gradually increasing plantar flexion contractions, with a clinical ultrasound probe attached 
over the fascicles of the right medial gastrocnemius muscle in the sagittal plane in B-mode. Plantarflexion force 
was measured at the dynamometer plate, and maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) force was assessed as 
peak force during each contraction. Fascicle pennation angles at 5% and at 95% of MVC were then assessed 
with a custom-made software, and their difference was computed as the fascicle’s angular working range. 
 
Results: Although analyses are still under way, results obtained so far demonstrate a decline in muscle 
working range beyond the 8th decade of life. The further plan is to now incorporate force data into the 
analysis. We hope to be able to present these results in December 2019. 
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Introduction: As reported, microgravity might lead to orthostatic dysregulation after returning to +1Gz. In 
order to avoid, respectively reduce the occurrence of the orthostatic dysregulation, countermeasures must be 
implemented. External cooling has recently been described as a potent countermeasure during heat stress and 
in Lbnp. As there is no data published about external cooling in the short arm human centrifuge, it was 
investigated if peripheral cooling can stabilize cardiovascular functions and protect against g-force induced loss 
of consciousness during hypergravity.      
 
Methods: Coolspin was a randomized, controlled study with a crossover protocol. Artificial gravity between 
+1 Gz and +4 Gz was generated by a short arm human centrifuge (SAHC) at the :envihab, German Aerospace 
Centre (DLR), Cologne, Germany. 18 healthy male volunteers completed two runs in the SAHC and a physical 
exertion on an ergometer afterwards. Cooling (CP) was applied only in one of these two runs. The other run 
was conducted without cooling (NCP). One run consisted of a 10min Baseline and a following +Gz step 
protocol with increasing G-forces, whereby each step was 3min long. Following parameters were measured: 
blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), stroke volume (SV), total peripheral resistance (TPR), cardiac output (CO), 
maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max) and power in Watt (W). The +Gz-run was divided into 8 phases. 4 
phases illustrated acute hemodynamic changes during 30s from the beginning of acceleration. Adaption to the 
higher G-level were shown by the other 4 phases by considering the last 60s of each G-level.      
 
Results: Each subject completed the 2G-3G phase, except one in the NCP. The last 60s of 3G completed 11 
and 3G-4G 9 subjects in each protocol. Only 2 subjects absolved the whole protocol, whereby 1 was in the CP 
and 2 in the NCP. Higher values in systolic BP (SYS), diastolic BP (DIA), mean arterial BP (MAP) and TPR were 
considered in the CP in comparison to the NCP. ECG revealed an increasing HR during the run with lower 
values in the CP. With regard to the SV, no differences between both protocols obtained, whereas the CO is 
higher in the NCP most of the time. In terms to VO2max and power in Watt, no differences were found.      
 
Conclusions: Our results showed, that cooling could be a promising countermeasure to face orthostatic 
intolerance. The cooling effects shown above must also be tested and compared in women and in parabolic 
flight to show its applicability and feasibility in space. Moreover, there is a need of a higher number of subjects 
to gain statistical power.  
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Introduction: The ability to manually dock a spacecraft on a space station can be crucial for mission safety. 
The computer-based learning program “6df” is an abstract docking simulation that teaches and refreshes the 
needed skill of controlling six degrees of freedom. During the AGBRESA bed rest study additional technologies 
can be tested that might improve this learning process. Common two-dimensional (2D) presentation of the 
learning program “6df” for docking is compared to a stereoscopic three-dimensional (3D) presentation. Since 
the beginning of docking simulation at the end of the last century, it has been of interest to analyze the 
operator’s eye movements. Several eye tracking systems have been prepared for use in space but did not reach 
practicality. With proceeding commercialization, for example in the gaming industry, plug-and-play systems 
emerged that suggest easy and robust applicability of eye tracking. The study investigates if there is faster 
learning progress with 3D presentation compared to standard 2D presentation. Moreover, eye tracking is used 
to answer the question whether there is a relationship between docking quality and extent or timing of visual 
information processing regarding speed and distance of the spacecraft. 
 
 
Methods: Until now twelve subjects (33.33% female) participated in the ongoing study. Each of them 
completed 20 training sessions which lasted approximately 45 minutes and were conducted twice a week. The 
learning program is self-sufficient and adapts itself to the individual learning speed. Half of the participants 
were presented with an UNITY-based stereoscopic visualization of docking, whereas the other half used the 
standard version of the learning program “6df”. Learning progress was measured as the number of tasks 
needed to reach a target task in the middle of the learning range. In the 2D group an eye tracking device 
(Tobii C4) could be used to assess eye movements as well as pupil dilation. 
 
 
Results: Results showed no significantly faster learning progress while using 3D technology. Looking at the 
eye movements, there was a continuous decrease in pupil dilation while approaching the docking point. 
Various task types produced specific eye patterns and subjects differed in eye transition frequency. 
Furthermore there was a significant positive relationship between visual control of speed and distance to the 
docking point and the quality of the docking maneuver. 
 
 
Conclusions: Preliminary results suggest that the learning process does not benefit above average from 
stereoscopic presentation during early training stages. As the real maneuver has to be flown with a two-
dimensional view, one may favor common 2D training in comparison to the (yet) costlier 3D system. The 
analysis of eye movements during docking training proved itself to be feasible and an opportunity to gain 
additional insight into the learning process. There are first hints at the possible suitability of eye tracking for 
giving learners crucial feedback about productive information processing strategies. Further conclusions are 
expected by the end of the second AGBRESA campaign. 
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Introduction: The International Space Station (ISS) is a unique, completely confined habitat for the human 
crew and co-inhabiting microorganisms. In the experiment EXTREMOPHILES we investigated  the microbial 
bioburden and biodiversity from three surface and air sampling events aboard the ISS during increments 51 
and 52 (2017) with respect to: i) microbial sources, diversity and distribution within the ISS, ii) functional 
capacity of microbiome and microbial isolates, iii) extremotolerance and antibiotics-resistance (compared to 
ground controls), and iv) microbial behavior towards ISS-relevant materials such as biofilm formation, or 
potential for degradation.  
  
Methods:  Wipe samples were analysed by amplicon and metagenomics sequencing, cultivation, comparative 
physiological studies, antibiotic resistance tests, genome analysis of isolates and co-incubation experiments 
with ISS-relevant materials.  
  
Results:  The major findings were: i) the ISS microbiome profile is highly similar to ground-based confined 
indoor environments, ii) the ISS microbiome is subject to fluctuations and indicative for the location, although 
a core microbiome was present over time and independent from location, iii) the ISS selects for 
microorganisms adapted to the extreme environment, but does not necessarily induce genomic and 
physiological changes which might be relevant for human health, iv) cleanrooms and cargo seems to be a 
minor source of microbial contamination aboard, and v) microorganisms can attach to and grow on ISS-
relevant materials. Biofilm formation might be a threat for spacecraft materials with the potential to induce 
instrument malfunctioning with consequences for mission success.   
  
Conclusions: We conclude that our data do not raise direct reason for concern with respect to crew health, 
but indicate a potential threat towards biofilm formation and material integrity in moist areas.  
  
Reference:  Mora et al., (2019) Space Station conditions are selective but do not alter microbial characteristics 
relevant to human health, Nature Communications 10:3990, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-01911682-z 
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Introduction: Microorganisms such as archaea, bacteria, viruses, yeast and filamentous fungi (known as 
“mold”) are an integral part of our human body and our natural environment on Earth. When human space 
exploration started at around 1961, microbial life has been brought along with astronauts across terrestrial 
borders and to our space stations Mir (Russian Space Station) and ISS (International Space Station). Filamentous 
fungi are one of the most abundant pathogens on earth. They emit mycotoxins to our environment, causing 
allergies and various disease patterns, especially in immunosuppressed humans, which lead to up to over 300 
Million fungal infections worldwide [5].  The well-known “black mold”, is a filamentous fungus called 
Aspergillus niger and one of the main contaminants on the ISS [1, 2]. It is able to spread its spores easily under 
microgravity and can survive under extreme and seemingly sterile conditions [3]. Since one of the main sources 
of fungal infections is due to the uptake of spores via contaminated food or inhalation, a closed built 
environment like a space station is a major risk factor for our astronauts. Due to that, basic research on the 
resistance of fungal spores towards extreme environments needs to be addressed more. Knowledge about 
how to effectively constrain and prevent fungal growth in closed environments could not only be applied to 
human spaceflight but lead to improvements of clean rooms and hospital building materials. In order to find 
possibilities for efficient decontamination on one hand and targeted preventions against mold on the other 
hand, investigations of plasma sterilization and antifungal surface development are conducted.    
Methods:  Fungal spore resistance to low-pressure plasma, UV and ionizing radiation has been studied.  Here, 
full black pigmented wild-type and less pigmented mutant spores of A. niger were exposed to the different 
types of radiation. UV and X-rays exposure was conducted at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Cologne, 
Germany, heavy ion exposure (Fe and He) at the QST-NIRS (HIMAC) Chiba, Japan and the plasma treatment at 
the Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany.  In cooperation with the Department of Material Science of 
Engineering, (“MECS”, Saarland, Germany) a set of different metal surfaces (which are known to be 
antimicrobial) were tested on their antifungal properties. The effect of steel and (nanostructured) copper 
surfaces was investigated in “wet -and dry - contact killing” experiments with A. niger  spores. After all 
treatments spore survival was determined by the amount of colony forming units (CFU) present upon revival 
after radiation/treatment or contact to metal surfaces.  
Results:  Corresponding results indicate the essential role of pigmentation as a fundament of spore resistance. 
Wild-type spores of A. niger were able to withstand high doses of X-ray as well as He- and Fe-ion irradiation, 
and UV-C radiation. As expected, a melanin deficiency was shown to decrease the LD90 value by a half, when 
exposed to in UV-C radiation. However, no significant differences were detected between the wild-type and 
the melanin mutant spores’ resistance towards ionizing radiation (X-rays and heavy ions). In comparison to 
that, the decontamination experiments with argon plasma did not show a considerable reduction of wild-type 
spore survival after maximal plasma exposure time. First data analysis of contact killing A. niger spores on metal 
surfaces showed no effect of copper ions towards spore survival in comparison to the steel references.  
Conclusions:  Fungal spores can be a major threat to humans inside a constraint living environment and 
research addressing this particular health hazard is still underrepresented. Relevant countermeasures against 
fungal growth and fungal growth prevention need to be developed. 
 
References:  1. La Duc, M.T., R. Kern, and K. Venkateswaran, Microbial monitoring of spacecraft and associated 
environments. Microb Ecol, 2004. 47(2): p. 150-8. 2. Romsdahl, J., et al., Characterization of Aspergillus niger isolated from 
the International Space Station. mSystems, 2018. 3(5). 3. Moissl-Eichinger, C., et al., Quo vadis? Microbial profiling 
revealed strong effects of cleanroom maintenance and routes of contamination in indoor environments. Sci Rep, 2015. 5: 
p. 9156. 4. Jorgensen, T.R., et al., The molecular and genetic basis of conidial pigmentation in Aspergillus niger. Fungal 
Genet Biol, 2011. 48(5): p. 544-53. 5.          Brown, Gordon & Denning, David & Gow, Neil & Levitz, Stuart & Netea, Mihai 
& White, Theodore. (2012). Hidden Killers: Human Fungal Infections. Science translational medicine. 4. 165rv13. 
10.1126/scitranslmed.3004404. 
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Introduction: There is a dearth of knowledge about intramuscular force transmission, but it has been 
proposed that the so-called endomysium plays an important role. Although endomysium is the smallest 
component of the intramuscular connective tissue network, it is engulfing each individual muscle fiber which 
may hint at a pivotal role. Previous studies in mice suggest that endomysium content increases in response to 
long-term immobilization (Williams and Goldspink 1984), while muscle fibers atrophy. So far, there have been 
no studies on the effects of experimental bed rest on intramuscular connective tissue in humans. 
 
Hypothesis: Based on the findings of Williams and Goldspink, we hypothesized that also the endomysium 
content increases in the human soleus muscle in response to experimental bed rest. 
 
Methods: The AGBRESA 60-day bed rest study is a collaborative project between NASA, ESA and DLR. It tests 
the countermeasure effectiveness of two different protocols for human centrifugation, i.e. artificial gravity, 
with 1g at the center of mass. Within the AGBRESA study, we are performing the Sarcolab-BR study, which is 
a ground-based replica of our Sarcolab-3 space experiment on ISS. Thus, biopsies were taken from the soleus 
muscle in 11 healthy subjects (8 males and 3 females) at baseline (BDC) and during the 6th and 55th day of 
head down tilt bed rest (HDT6 and HDT55, respectively). Biopsies were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
sectioned on a cryostat at -20°C. Slices of 8 µm were stained by indirect immunofluorescence using an 
antibody directed against laminin subunit gamma-1. The basement membrane of the muscle fibers was 
thereby stained to determine the intramuscular connective tissue area. Stained sections were digitized with a 
Zeiss Observer Z1 microscope and the integrated software ZENdesk 2.6. The area between two basement 
membranes and the length of the connective tissue network were then computed to approximate the 
endomysium to fiber area ratio and the endomysium thickness. 
 
Results: Our preliminary results show an increased endomysium-to-fiber area ratio already on day HDT6 (P < 
0.05), and to an even larger extent on HDT55 (P < 0.001). Changes in endomysium thickness paralleled 
changes in endomysium to fiber area ratio. To rule out that these changes are a mere artefact of muscle fiber 
shrinkage, we also computed the endomysium to fiber. This latter parameter was increased on HDT55 (P < 
0.05), but not on day HDT6 (P = 0.12). 
 
Discussion: Our results suggest that the endomysium content increases in the soleus muscle of humans 
during long-term immobilization, and that this effect may not be simply explained by fiber shrinkage. 
Enhanced endomysium content has also been reported in spastic muscles, where it has been demonstrated to 
affect the muscles mechanical properties. We also suspect that endomysium is affected by the aging process. 
 

Limitations: This abstract only contains data from the first AGBRESA campaign, and the results therefore are 
preliminary. We hope to be able to present complete results in December 2019. 
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Introduction: Microgravity is a hostile environment for the cardiovascular system. Among other effects, a fluid 
shift is observed once in weightlessness, ultimately resulting in a loss of plasma volume. In parallel to this, 
baroreceptors are less stimulated, which is also the case of the whole cardiovascular system, because of 
hypokinesia. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate changes in the inotropic state of the heart during long-term 
exposure to (simulated) microgravity, by measuring the vibrations on the surface of the body resulting from 
cardiac activity (ballisto- and seismocardiography: BCG & SCG, respectively). In addition, we aim at evaluating 
the effect of artificial gravity as a countermeasure and to correlate metrics from portable cardiac monitoring 
(BCG & SCG) with MRI.  
  
Methods:  This study has been performed in the context of the first campaign of the AGBRESA study, led by 
DLR, ESA, and NASA. It consisted in a 60-day head-down tilt (-6°) bed rest (HDBR) with a countermeasure 
based on artificial gravity (centrifugation with 1 g at the center of mass, 2 g at the feet) and included 12 
subjects (4 females). Among them, 4 (2 females) were assigned to a group exposed to 30 minutes continuous 
centrifugation per day (cAG); 4 (1 female) were assigned to a group exposed to 6 times 5 minutes interval 
centrifugation per day (iAG); and 4 (1 female) were assigned to a control group (CTRL). Assessment of 
cardiovascular condition was performed before (-9 days), during (days 5, 21, and 56), and after (+4 and +8 
days) the head-down tilt phase. This assessment was performed: 1) by a portable monitoring system based on 
SCG (recorded on the sternum) and BCG (recorded in the lower back), both measuring 3-axis linear 
accelerations and 3-axis angular velocities; 2) by cardiac MRI performed immediately afterwards. From the 
portable monitoring, the metrics of interest is the integral of kinetic energy (iK) given on each channel and 
during each cardiac phase, while we get flow velocity, stroke volume, left ventricle mass, and pulse wave 
velocity from the cardiac MRI protocols (SAX, flow, and 4D flow).  
  
Results:  The comparison of values at baseline (9 days prior to head-down tilt) and at the end of bed rest (56 
days) show a significant decrease in the SCG and BCG metrics, especially in the rotational dimensions. From 
the MRI, we also observe a significant decrease in stroke volume and left ventricle mass, especially in the CTRL 
group, while we also see an increase of pulse wave velocity. A very significant correlation is seen between the 
stroke volume and the diastolic iK on SCG, as well as between the peak flow velocity and the systolic iK on 
BCG. However, both correlations have a relatively low R² value.  
  
Conclusions: Both portable cardiac monitoring based on BCG/SCG and MRI show changes during long-
duration exposure to HDBR. However, these methods do not show the exact same longitudinal evolution and 
levels of significance. The low values of R² and p show that there is indeed a correlation between BCG/SCG 
and MRI, but that it is only an indirect one. This can be explained by the differences in the protocols: 1) MRI 
was always performed in supine (horizontal) position, even during the head-down tilt phase; 2) most of MRI 
metrics are acquired during breath hold; 3) there is a delay between both protocols. Finally, BCG and SCG are 
influenced by many parameters changing during HDBR. Thus, it comes as no surprise that a simple relationship 
between one variable and another cannot be drawn so simply.  
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Introduction: 
Nitric oxide (NO) is a signaling molecule for dilating arterioles, increasing muscle blood flow, affecting 
contractile functions of skeletal muscles and other biological functions. Piknova et al. (2016) has shown that 
xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR) can reduce inorganic nitrite (NO2-) and nitrate (NO3-) into NO in rats. Hence 
the NO metabolites NO2- and NO3- are the main NO reservoirs. This effect would be increased by lowering of 
pH. Recent publications refer to this effect although there are no studies that confirm this mechanism in 
humans. Throughout exercise adenosine triphosphate (ATP) breaks down into adenosine diphosphate (ADP) 
and adenosine monophosphate (AMP). In hypoxia AMP degrades to hypoxanthine via adenosine and inosine. 
Hypoxanthine then can be oxidized to uric acid in the presence of XOR. It has been reported that the 
hypoxanthine-xanthine oxidase system can produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) which can generate 
oxidative stress. The level of oxidative stress can indirectly be measured with markers like Malondialdehyde 
(MDA). 
 
Methods:  
17 healthy male volunteers participated in this study (mean ± SD, age: 26.7 ± 4.2 years, height: 
182.7 ± 7.4 cm, body mass: 77.9 ± 9.8 kg). All subjects performed an incremental test and an endurance 
capacity test (ECT) at 80 %Wmax until exhaustion on separate days.  
During ECT arterialized and cubital venous blood was taken several times at defined time points. Arterialized 
blood was taken from the hyperemic ear lope to measure the concentration of lactate ([Lac]). Concentrations 
of NO2-, NO3-, CRN and MDA in heparinized plasma were measured by gas chromatography-mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS). Spirometrical data was collected and analyzed breath-by-breath and averaged over 
consecutive 10-s periods.  
 
Results:  
The subjects performed the ECT at 80 %Wmax for 858 ± 284 s. [Lac] rose from 1.34 ± 1.68 mmol·l-1 to 
13.47 ± 1.92 mmol·l-1 during exercise (p < 0.001). [NO2-] decreased from 2.28 ± 0.35 µM in rest to 
1.98 ± 0.41 µM in exhaustion (p < 0.05). [NO3-], [CRN] and [MDA] increased significantly during exercise 
(NO3-: 47.35 ± 10.87 µM to 52.35 ± 8.29 µM (p < 0.05); CRN: 91.04 ± 9.74 µM to 107.20 ± 10.93 µM 
(p < 0.001); MDA: 0.38 ± 0.09 µM to 0.48 ± 0.16 µM (p < 0.001)). The amount of NO metabolites as the sum 
of [NO2-] and [NO3-] increase from 49.94 ± 10.83 µM to 54.33 ± 8.29 µM (p < 0.05). Venous pH was 
lowered from 7.324 in rest to 7.202 (p < 0.001) while mixed venous pO2 was increased (37.73 ± 6.58 mmHg 
to 54.23 ± 14.84 mmHg, p < 0,05). Oxygen uptake (VO2) rose from 0.486 l·min-1 and 3.825 l·min-1 during 
ECT (p < 0.001). 
 
Conclusions: 
Piknova et al. (2016) reported a decrease of [NO2-] in blood and muscle tissue and an increase of [NO3-] in 
muscle tissue immediately after the end of exercise session. Our results show a different behavior of NO 
metabolites in blood through exercise. The difference might be caused by the different exercise intensities. The 
increase in [CRN] during our high intensity exercise indicates a large breakdown of creatine phosphate with a 
concomitant breakdown of ATP resulting in an increase of hypoxanthine and xanthine. Xanthine is known to 
increase the production of NO via XOR. The additional decrease in pH enhances this reaction. The result should 
be a decrease in the sum of the NO-metabolites. In contrast, the sum increases. This might be explained by an 
increased production of NO from L-arginine by NOS due to the increased blood flow as suggested by Piknova 
et al. (2016). Further research is needed to verify this assumption. 
 
Piknova, B., Park J. W., Lam, K. K. & Schechter, A. N. (2016). Nitrate as a source of nitrite and nitric oxide during exercise 
hyperemia in rat skeletal muscle. Nitric Oxide, 55–56, pp. 54-61. ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.niox.2016.03.005. 
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Introduction: Lumbar muscles show a decline in size and strength following prolonged exposure to 
microgravity. However, no studies have specifically investigated the immediate effects of hypogravity on trunk 
stabilization and, consequently, specific countermeasures are still missing. To gain insight into the immediate 
effects of hypogravity on trunk stabilization, parabolic flights were used to simulate a genuine hypogravity 
environment.  
  
Methods: Six participants (1F) experienced hypogravity at three gravitational levels (0.25g, 0.50g and 0.75g). 
Data at each gravitational level were recorded from each participant while positioned in a kneeling-seated 
position. For each participant, hypogravity conditions were achieved during a total of three parabolas at each 
gravitational level. During the parabolas, small-amplitude pseudo-random trunk perturbations were delivered 
to the trunk in the anterior direction at the T10 level by a linear actuator (“trunk perturbation”). Trunk 
displacement and contact force between the actuator and participant were recorded (trunk admittance), and 
muscle activity responses were collected using intramuscular electromyography (iEMG) of the deep and 
superficial lumbar multifidus, iliocostalis lumborum, longissimus thoracis, quadratus lumborum, transversus 
abdominis, obliquus internus and externus muscles. Trunk admittance and muscle responses to perturbations 
were calculated as closed loop frequency response functions (FRF). The results of the FRF were averaged across 
frequency bands, corresponding to low (0.30-1.10Hz), intermediate (1.65-3.55Hz) and high frequencies 
(4.2515.00Hz), which are believed to represent different trunk stabilizing mechanisms.   
  
Results: Compared with 0.75g, 0.25g resulted in lower muscle responses of the superficial multifidus at low 
frequencies (P=0.043), lower muscle responses of the superficial multifidus (P=0.029) and iliocostalis 
lumborum (P=0.043) muscles, and lower trunk admittance (P=0.037) at intermediate frequencies, but stronger 
muscle responses of the transversus abdominis at higher frequencies (p=0.032).  
  
Conclusions: These findings suggest that exposure to hypogravity decreases trunk admittance through smaller 
destabilizing gravitational moments which are not fully compensated by weaker stabilizing contributions of 
trunk extensor muscles. An apparent increase in the contribution of the deep abdominal muscles’ activity to 
trunk stabilization was also found, indicating that tailored countermeasures to stimulate the neuromuscular 
control of trunk muscles may be useful to reduce the risk of developing maladaptive muscle behaviors and 
spine injuries when astronauts experience rapid changes of gravity levels like in a planetary surface exploration 
mission scenario, with a rapid change from (prolonged exposure to) microgravity to the hypogravity 
environment of Moon and Mars upon landing. 
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Introduction: The impact of spaceflight and microgravity on the human central nervous system and its 
function has been investigated in only a handful of studies [1]. Our group recently demonstrated prolonged 
changes in all three brain tissue types directly after long-duration space travel and even seven months after 
return to Earth [2, 3]. Now we aimed to investigate and consolidate the structural impact of long-duration 
spaceflight by means of voxel- and surface-based morphometry parameters (VBM/SBM) in a pooled cohort of 
Russian and European space travelers and also look at the intracranial brain position within the skull [2].  
Methods: We prospectively studied ISS ROSCOSMOS cosmonauts and ESA astronauts and matched healthy 
control subjects from 2014 to 2019. All space travelers were scanned three times: once prior to launch 
('preflight', n=15), once shortly after re-entry ('postflight', n=15; mean (SD): 8.9 (3.1) days after return, mission 
duration average 187 days in space) and once at follow-up on the longer term ('follow-up', n=12; mean (SD): 
203 (48.2) days after return). All participants were assessed in a clinical 3T MRI scanner. For each time point, a 
high-resolution (1mm isotropic) sagittal T1-weighted image was acquired. Data quality assurance, 
preprocessing and analysis was performed with the CAT12 Toolbox within the SPM12 framework (Wellcome 
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). A separate quality analysis of the structural data to detect 
acquisition artifacts and excessive head motion during the structural scanning was performed using MRIQC [4]. 
Tissue 4th Human Physiology Workshop Saturday, 7th of December 2019 (Deadline no later than 1st October 
2019) Abstract to be send to humanphysiologie-ws@dlr.de properties of the grey and white matter as well as 
cerebrospinal fluid space were evaluated. Surface parameters like cortical thickness, sulcus depth, gyrification 
index and cortical complexity were resampled to a 32k mesh template space after smoothing with a gaussian 
filter. Analysis of intracranial cortical grey matter position for each time point was performed after skull-based 
coregistration for all participants in native space. A repeated measures ANOVA after longitudinal preprocessing 
with the three time points (baseline, return, follow-up) was used to test all parameters. Resulting T-contrasts 
were considered significant using threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) at p<0.05 False Discovery Rate 
(FDR) [5]. Results: Voxel-based findings consolidated very strong evidence of grey matter volume reduction in 
the caudal cortex but also the cerebellum due to long-duration exposure to microgravity with a slight recovery 
effect during the follow-up period of half a year. We were able to verify, test and demonstrate a significant 
upward shift of the human brain (cortex, brain stem, and cerebellum) inside the skull on a group level after 
long-duration spaceflight. All lifted neuroanatomical structures dropped to baseline position at follow-up. 
Cortical thickness postflight increased over the entire convexity of the cerebrum and at the same time was 
reduced along the base of the cortex mainly along the temporal gyri. This pattern was then reversed for the 
comparison of postflight with followup data and returned to baseline levels. For sulcus depth we found a 
reduction postflight compared to preflight over the convexity of the brain and around the temporal poles. This 
pattern also normalised at follow-up. In addition, we were able to see a significantly increased cortical 
complexity at follow-up compared to postflight around the temporal poles and larger degrees of gyrification 
around the base of the cerebral cortex predominantly in the inferior temporal and occipital gyri.  
Conclusions: In our interpretation all results reflect the mechanical stress and wide-ranging shape changes of 
the human brain and the cerebral cortex in particular during but also in the follow-up after long-duration 
spaceflight. We attribute all of the findings to a slowly developing intracranial cerebrospinal fluid accumulation 
in microgravity resulting in an expansion of csf spaces inside the cortex and around the base of the skull firstly 
expanding and then lifting the entire cerebrum whilst at the same time compressing the caudal grey matter 
compartments of the cortex and cerebellum [2]. 
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Introduction: Postural stability is controlled by the integration of somatosensory, visual and vestibular inputs. As these and 
the musculoskeletal system degenerate with ageing, postural instability worsen with age. In particular, mediolateral sway is 
larger in older individuals[1,2].    
Compression garments have been used in sports and medicine to improve performance and balance[3,4]. In the field of 
space medicine, a full body compression garment, known as the skinsuit, was developed as a countermeasure for 
astronauts to prevent spinal elongation[5].This skinsuit provides axial load up to 0.2g when its stirrups are tightened via 
straps under the participant’s heels.  
The hypothesis of this study is that increased axial loading may provide additional sensory cues or mechanical support to 
improve balance control and reduce postural instability in humans. To test this hypothesis, we measured the effect of the 
skinsuit on postural stability.  
 

Methods: Sixteen young healthy participants (range 21 – 41 yo), 
with mass ranging between 50 and 84kg and height between 
1.59 and 1.87m were assigned a skinsuit that provided an axial 
load between 0.15 and 0.20g, as measured using ForceshoeTM. 
Participants were asked to stand quietly (30s) and walk in three 
conditions: while wearing normal clothes (Normal), while 
wearing a skinsuit (Skinsuit Unloaded) and while wearing the 
skinsuit with the stirrups tightened (Skinsuit Loaded). Force 
platforms and motion capture measured Centre of Pressure 
(CoP), pelvis’ and 7th cervical vertebra’s sway during standing and at 
gait initiation and termination. Statistical analysis was performed 
using a generalised mixed linear model. The results are reported as mean ± SD and significance level was set at 0.05.   
 
Results: Compared to the Normal condition, in the standing task, the mediolateral CoP range decreased from 
43.96±20.03mm to 40.35±19.53mm in the Skinsuit Unloaded condition (p=0.001) to 39.20±20.70 mm in the Skinsuit 
Loaded condition (p=0.0001) (Fig. 1). No significant difference was found between Skinsuit Unloaded and Skinsuit Loaded 
(p=0.301).  
 

At the level of the pelvis, the mediolateral sway range decreased from 31.87±13.19mm in the Normal condition to 
28.59±12.29mm in the Skinsuit Unloaded (p=0.001) and 28.15±14.69mm in the Skinsuit Loaded condition (p=0.001).  
 

At the level of the 7th cervical vertebra, no significant effect was observed (p=0.303) with mean mediolateral sway range of 
43.60±16.70mm, 45.14±19.92mm and 45.59±19.15mm in the Normal, Skinsuit Unloaded and Skinsuit Loaded condition 
respectively.  
 

At gait termination, anteroposterior sway was 21.90± 9.59mm in the Normal condition, 21.75±8.27mm in Skinsuit 
Unloaded and 18.19±6.07mm in the Skinsuit Loaded. A pairwise comparison showed a difference between Normal clothes 
and Skinsuit Loaded (p=0.021) and between Skinsuit Unloaded and Skinsuit Loaded (p=0.027). The mediolateral sway was 
reduced in the Skinsuit Loaded compared to Normal condition (12.88±5.17mm vs 19.87±20.01mm, p=0.013), but not in 
the Skinsuit Unloaded (17.11±11.03mm, p=0.319). 
 

Conclusions: The results of this study showed that a compression garment providing axial loading reduced mediolateral 
sway, during quiet standing and gait termination trials. The reduction in mediolateral sway is relevant for falls’ prevention 
as increased mediolateral sway is a key predictor of increased fall risk in the elderly[2,6]. These results suggest that the 
skinsuit may become a therapeutic tool to improve postural instability. 
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Figure 1: Mediolateral sway in quiet standing  
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Introduction: The EDEN ISS greenhouse, integrated in a container, is a mobile test facility in Antarctica and is 
used to investigate new plant cultivation techniques for future space programs.  The EDEN ISS container was 
used from January 2018 to December 2018 for fresh food production for the overwintering crew at the 
Antarctic Neumayer III station.   
  
Methods:  During the nine month operation time, samples from the different plants, from the nutrition 
solution of the planting system and from diverse surfaces within the three different compartments of the 
container were taken (greenhouse, service section, cold porch). Quantity as well as diversity of microorganisms 
were examined. For quantification, the microorganisms were extracted from the three different samples and 
the CFU were examined on R2A plates containing 50 mg/L cycloheximide and PDA plates containing 50 mg/L 
chloramphenicol. For identification of the isolated prokaryotic organisms, 16S rRNA gene sequencing was 
performed.  
  
Results:  The microbial burden on the surfaces in the container and on the plant samples was generally lower 
than expected. In case of the plant samples, microbial quantities were in a range from 102 to 104 colony 
forming units per gram plant material. Compared to purchased plants from a German grocery, the produce 
hosted much more microorganisms. The EDEN ISS plant samples showed mainly fungi and a few, most 
probably harmless bacteria. The bioburden in the nutrition solutions increased constantly over time but never 
reached critical values. The surface samples revealed high differences in the microbial burden between the 
greenhouse part of the container and the service section/ cold porch part. However, the numbers of pro- and 
eukaryotic organisms found in the planted greenhouse were still not critical. The microbial loaded surfaces 
showed strong temporal as well as spatial fluctuations. In case of the nutrition solution samples and the 
surface samples, the amount of bacteria exceeded the amount of eukaryotes many times over. The most 
abundant bacterial phyla were Firmicutes and Actinobacteria. These phyla include plant- and human-
associated bacterial species.  
  
Conclusions:  In general, there is a low risk of infection due to microbial contamination according to the 
results of this study. In order to obtain a culture-independent overview of the distribution of microorganisms, 
molecular analysis using 16S rRNA gene sequencing of the complete DNA from the surface samples is used. 
The results are not yet available.   
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Travel Instructions (see also: http://www.dlr.de/envihab/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-9657/ ) 
DLR Cologne, Planitzweg, 51147 Cologne, Tel.: +49 2203 601-0 

The DLR Cologne site is located south-east of Cologne, close to Cologne-Bonn airport. 

How to reach us: 

Arrival by train 
The local trains ("S-Bahn") S 12 or S 13 leave from Koeln Hauptbahnhof (Hbf), 
Siegburg and Troisdorf. The local train S 13 also leaves from Koeln Bonn Airport. 
Daytime departures take place every 20 min for both trains so that there is a train 
every 10 minutes. Get off at the railway station "Porz-Wahn" and continue from 
there by KVB bus number 162, direction "DLR". See instructions "By bus" below. 
 
Arrival by bus 
Take the KVB bus number 162 from Porz-Wahn. The bus sign will show "DLR". 
Please be sure that you take the one saying "DLR" as there are different routes for 
bus number 162. Exit at the last stop at the main gate of the German Aerospace 
Center DLR Koeln. 
 
Arrival by taxi 
At Koeln Hauptbahnhof (central station) take a taxi to "Porz-Wahnheide, DLR". Taxi 
stands are located on both exits of the station. Taxi call for all locations in Cologne: 
Tel. +49/221/19410. Tell the driver to take you to "Porz-Wahnheide, DLR". The price 
will depend on daytime and traffic (normally it should not exceed 35 Euros). 
 
Arrival by car 
Arriving from Frankfurt (A3) or from Bonn (A59): follow the indications to Koeln Bonn 
Airport (A59) until the exit Porz-Wahn/Wahnheide. At the exit take the right (Porz-
Wahnheide) and follow the DLR sign. 
Arriving from Cologne (A59) or Oberhausen/Duesseldorf (A3): follow the indications to Koeln/Bonn Airport (A59), then take the 
exit Porz-Wahn/Wahnheide. At the exit drive left (Porz-Wahnheide) and follow the DLR sign. 
Note: If you use a navigation system, enter your destination as "Planitzweg" instead of Linder Höhe. 
 

Arrival by air 
From Koeln Bonn Airport : Either take a taxi in front of the terminal to "DLR in Porz-Wahnheide". Or take the local train S 13 
direction "Troisdorf" from the railway station "Köln/Bonn Flughafen" (in the basement of the airport) to the station "Porz-Wahn" 
which is your first stop after boarding the train. Continue from there by KVB bus number 162, direction "DLR". See also above 
instructions "By train" and "By bus". 
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Accommodation (example): 
 
Jaumanns Hotel zur Quelle  
Heidestraße 246 
51147 Köln - Wahnheide 
Telefon: +49 (0) 22 03 96 47-0 
Telefax: +49 (0) 22 03 96 47-317 
E-Mail: info@hotelzurquelle.de 
Internet: www.hotelzurquelle.de 
 

ART Hotel Köln                  
Heidestr. 225                  
51147 Köln - Wahnheide                  
Telefon: +49 (0) 22 03 - 96 64 10 
Telefax +49 (02203) 96 64 19              
E-Mail:  info@arthotel-koeln.de  
Internet: www.arthotel-koeln.de  

 
 
 
If you have any questions please contact: 
 
Organizers 
Jörn Rittweger, Tine Becker, Friederike Wütscher (German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Aerospace 
Medicine, Cologne) 
Katrin Stang, Michaela Girgenrath, Christian Rogon (German Aerospace Center (DLR), Space 
Administration, Microgravity Research and Life Sciences, Bonn) 
 

  humanphysiologie-ws@dlr.de 

 


